ANITA ROGERS GALLERY
GORDON MOORE
SMALL VERTICALS
FEBRUARY 6 – MARCH 16, 2019
OPENING RECEPTION ON WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 6-8PM

Anita Rogers Gallery presents Small Verticals, an exhibition of new work by American
artist Gordon Moore. The exhibition will be on view February 6 through March 16 at
15 Greene Street, New York, New York. There will be an opening reception with the
artist on Wednesday, February 6, 6 – 8pm.
On view in this exhibition are a selection of Moore’s current interest in developing a
series of small format works which investigate the dialogue between grounds of
repetitive horizontal linear elements and specific “inlaid” configurations which interact
with the shifting spatial fragments the grounds create. Obliquely referencing source
material as diverse as venetian blinds, book pages or vent grills these works refer as
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much to the external world of quotidian life as they do the esoteric nature inherent in
the world of pure abstraction which they exist in. These associations explore the
interaction between repetition and “ordered randomness” which the artist has long
mined as content prodigal with aesthetic potential. Devoid of social/political narrative,
the works in this exhibition are an exercise in aesthetic refinement in communion with
external visual associations which forms the genesis of the artist’s work.
Concurrent with the above vertical paintings are a small selection of drawings which
utilize photo-emulsion fragments of shadows cast from fire-escapes in tandem with the
repetitive linear configurations referenced in the paintings.

For further information and photographs, please contact Elizabeth Thompson at
elizabeth.thompson@anitarogersgallery.com, or call 347.604.2346. The gallery is open
Monday through Saturday 10am – 6pm.
Above: Untitled. 2018. Acrylic, latex and pumice on canvas. 30” x 20”
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